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DISTRICT: DIMA HASAO 

IN THE COURT OF S.D.J.M, HAFLONG, DIMA HASAO. 

   CASE NO: GR No. 69/2015  

U/S. 279/337/427 of IPC.  

State of Assam 

       V/S 

Bobul Hussain Laskar 

 

PRESENT:    Jafar Md. Azizul Karim Tapadar, AJS 
    Monday, the 9th day of September 2019 
 
APPEARANCE: 
For the State:    Ld. APP  
For the Accused:   Ld. Advocate Dayamoni Singh. 
  
Date of Evidence: 05/10/2018, 27/11/2018, 03/01/2019, 06/02/2019, 

11/03/2019, 21/05/2019 & 18/07/2019  
Date of Argument:   04/09/2019 
Date of Judgement:  09/09/2019 
 
 
     JUDGEMENT 
 

1. The FIR has been lodged by informant Prasanta Das on 04.05.2015  
before the Officer In-charge Mahur Police Station stating inter alia that on 
01/05/2015 at about 6.30 AM himself along with Smti. Shadhana 
Suthradhar (Biswas) were going towards Lumding from Silchar by the 
offending cruiser bearing Regd. No. AS-11-AC-7690 of M/S. Eastern 
Travels after purchasing valid ticket from M/S. Eastern Travels counter at 
Irawat Sarani, Silchar but the driver of the cruiser was driving the vehicle 
in very rash and negligent manner and as such when the said vehicle 
reached near Mahur the driver lost control over the vehicle after dashing 
against a road side tree and capsized on the road side. As a result of the 
said accident himself along with Smti. Shadhana Suthradhar (Biswas) & 
other passengers of the cruiser sustained grievous injuries. Immediately 
after the accident they were shifted to Mahur PHC & wherefrom they 
were referred to Haflong Civil Hospital but for their better treatment they 
were shifted to SMCH. As they were busy in their treatment so some 
delay has been caused in filing the FIR. 
Hence the case. 
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2. On receipt of the FIR on 04/05/2015, case has been registered vide 

Mahur Police Case No. 12/2015 dtd. 04/05/2015, U/S. 279/338/427 of IPC 
and after completion of investigation, charge sheet no. 04/2015 dtd. 
31/07/2015 has been submitted U/S. 279/337/427 of IPC, against the 
accused person Bobul Hussain Laskar.  
 

3. During the proceeding of the case, accused person has appeared before 
the court and relevant documents were furnished to him under section 
207 of Cr.P.C. 
On perusing the materials available on record prima facie case U/S. 
279/337/427 of IPC has been found against the accused and accordingly 
substance of accusation under aforesaid sections of law has been read 
over and explained to the accused person to which he pleaded not guilty 
and claimed to be tried. 
 

4. During trial prosecution has examined 10 witnesses viz. Joymolal Boro, as 
PW.1, Sofiqul Islam as PW.2, Lalkhupto Thiek as PW.3, Rakman Uddin as 
PW.4, Dr. Zakir Hussain Laskar, the MO as PW.5, S. Dibragede, MVI as 
PW.6, Prasanta Das, the informant as PW.7, Sadana Biswas as PW.8, Dr. 
Nathanaen Sungte, the MO as PW.9 & ASI Subasish Ghosh the I/O as 
PW.10 and submitted documents viz. Exhibit.1, the seizure list, Exhibit.2, 
the seizure list, Exhibit.3 as the Medical Report, Exhibit.4, the MVI Report, 
Exhibit.5, the FIR, Exhibit.6, the Medical Report, Exhibit.7, the sketch map  
& Exhibit.8, the charge-sheet. 
The statements of defence of accused person U/S. 313 CrPC have been 
recorded on the basis of the evidence on record. Defence story is of 
complete denial. 
The defence side did not adduce evidence or submitted any document. 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

5. Whether accused persons Bobul Hussain Laskar on 01/05/2015 at about 
6:30 AM was driving from Silchar to Lumding with passengers by Cruiser 
bearing Regd. No.AS-11-AC 7690 and due to rash and negligent driving, 
when the vehicle reached near Mahur dashed a roadside tree causing 
injuries to the passengers and also committed mischief by damaging 
property and thereby accused has committed an offence punishable U/S. 
279/337/427 of IPC?  
 

6. I have heard arguments of both sides and carefully examined the 
evidence on record and came to the conclusion as mentioned under. 

DISCUSSION on EVIDENCE, DECISION, and REASON THEREOF 

7. PW.1, Joymolal Boro during his examination in chief deposed that he 
doesn’t know the accused & the informant. 
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That in the year 2015 accident of a vehicle took place in their village area. 
That he learnt about the accident while going to his Jhum Plantation. 
  
During cross-examination PW.1 deposed that he was not present at the 
time of accident. 
That he didn’t see how the accident occurred. 
 

8. PW.2, Sofiqul Islam, during his examination in chief deposed that he 
doesn’t know the accused as well as the informant. 
That he has put his signature in the seizure list. 
Ext.1 is the seizure list. 
Ext.1(1) is his signature. 
That occurrence of accident took place in the year 2015 at Garem Lambra 
village area. 
That himself along with the O/C Mahur PS went to the spot & brought the 
offending cruiser at the police station. 
That prior to their reaching at the PO, injured were been shifted for 
treatment. 
 
During cross-examination PW.2 deposed that he has put his signature in 
the seizure list at the PS. 
That he can’t say how the accident took place. 
That he didn’t witness the accident.  

  
9. PW.3, Lalkhupto Thiek, during his examination in chief deposed that he 

doesn’t know the accused as well as the informant. 
That one accident took place at Garem Lambra village area on a certain 
day. 
That he doesn’t remember the date or year of accident. 
That they got information about the accident & he along with O/C & other 
police staffs went to the spot. 
That on reaching the spot they didn’t find the injured who were already 
shifted prior thereto. 
That he put his signature in seizure list Ext.1. 
Ext.1(2) is his signature. 
 
During cross-examination PW.3 deposed that he didn’t witness the 
accident. 
That he doesn’t remember for what purpose he has put his signature. 
That he doesn’t remember at which place, whether at PO or at PS he put 
his signature. 
That police has not recorded his statement. 

 
10. PW.4, Rakman Uddin, during his examination in chief deposed that he 

knows the accused person but doesn’t know the informant. 
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That occurrence took place about 2-3 years back. 
That he doesn’t know about the occurrence. 
That about 2-3 years on a certain day he with the help of his cruiser tied 
with the cruiser of the accused & took the same to Silchar. 
That at the time of toying the cruiser of accused he heard that his cruiser 
had met with an accident.   
Ext.2 is the seizure list. 
Ext.2(1) is his signature. 
 
During cross-examination PW.4 deposed that he knows the accused as his 
colleague driver. 
That he doesn’t know & didn’t see how the accident of accused cruiser 
took place. 
That police didn’t seize any document in front of him. 
That police took his signature at the time of taking of cruiser of the 
accused. 

 
11. PW.5, Dr. Zakir Hussain Laskar, during his examination in chief deposed 

that on 01/05/15 at about 11:00 PM, victim named Sadana Biswas, 43 
years Female has been produced before resident doctor for examination. 
That the lady was examined by resident doctor. 
That the injuries of the lady were entered into medico-legal Register 
wherefrom he has submitted the injury report. 
That as per the entry the lady has following injuries- 
i. Lacerated injury of size 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 cm over the right upper 

eye lid. 
Type of weapon- blunt. 
Injuries fresh and simple. 
Exhibit.3 is the medical report. 
Exhibit.3(1) is his signature. 
 
During cross examination PW.5 deposed that he did not examine the 
victim lady. 
That he has not seen the victim. 
That he has submitted the report on the basis of the entry in the medico 
legal register. 
 

12. PW.6, S. Dibragede, the MVI, during his examination in chief deposed 
that on 01/05/15 Mahur PS gave requisition for inspection of LMV Cruiser 
bearing regd. No. AS-11-AC-7690. 
That on 09/05/15 he has inspected the aforesaid vehicle. 
That following are the findings- 
i. Front Bumper damaged. 
ii. Engine bonnet damaged. 
iii. Head lamp assembly damaged. 
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iv. Steering system damaged. 
Accident due to break system failure. 
Exhibit.4 is the report prepared by him. 
Exhibit.4(1) is his signature. 
 
During cross-examination PW.6 deposed that he found the break system 
failure as the cause of the accident while inspecting the vehicle. 
 

13. PW.7, Prasanta Das, the informant, during his examination in chief 
deposed that he doesn’t know the accused. 
That occurrence took place 4 years back on a certain afternoon. 
That on the day of occurrence he was proceeding from Silchar to Lumding 
by a cruiser. 
That when they reached some place in between Mahur and Haflong, the 
cruiser met with the accident at certain turning area of the road. 
That all the passengers of the cruiser sustained injuries including him. 
That he, Sadana Biswas and another aged person went to Mahur 
Hospital. 
That after preliminary treatment, on their request, they were referred to 
SMCH, Silchar. 
That himself and sadana Biswas went to SMCH and after treatment there, 
they were released on that very night itself. 
That thereafter he has lodged the FIR. 
That Exhibit.5 is the FIR. 
Exhibit.5(1) is his signature. 
 
During cross examination PW.7 deposed that accused was the driver of 
the cruiser of the offending vehicle so far his memory goes. 
That the vehicle started from Silchar at around 8:30 AM morning and 
accident took place at around 1:00-1:30 PM afternoon. 
That he was sitting in the front seat of the cruiser. 
That the cruiser got capsized while it was giving side to the ASTC Bus 
coming from opposite side. 
That accident occurred at narrow PWD Road but not in the Highway. 
That the accident occurred as the driver of the cruiser tried to avoid 
collision with the ASTC Bus and the road was very narrow which led to 
accident. 
The cruiser was at moderate speed. 
That accident occurred due to reason that accused driver tried to save 
from the collision with the bus. 
 

14. PW.8, Sadana Biswas, during her examination in chief deposed that she 
doesn’t know the accused. 
That the informant is her neighbour. 
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That the occurrence took place on a certain day in the year 2015 at 
around 11:30 to 12:00 PM afternoon. 
That at the time of occurrence driver of the vehicle was drunk. 
That the accident of the cruiser vehicle in which she was a passenger 
took place due to dashing with the tree and then toppling of the cruiser 
upside down. 
That all the passengers sustained injuries. 
That herself, Monoranjan Roy and the driver sustained grievous injuries. 
That they were then shifted to Mahur Hospital but herself and Prasanta 
Das reserved a vehicle and went to SMCH, Silchar. 
That they were given treatment at SMCH and released. 
That one of her friend was doctor who treated her thereafter in her 
house. 
     
During cross-examination PW.8 deposed that she doesn’t know the 
accused. 
That occurrence took place at National Highway. 
That at the time of occurrence there was no other vehicle coming from 
the opposite side. 
That she was sitting in the front seat. 
PW.8 denied the suggestion that occurrence took place on PWD Road. 
PW.8 denied the suggestion that the accident took place while offending 
cruiser was giving side to other vehicle coming from the opposite side.  
 

15. PW.9, Dr. Nathanaen Sungte, the MO during his examination in chief 
deposed that on 04/07/2015 he was posted at Mahur Block PHC as 
Medical Officer. 
That on that day Monoranjan Roy, 50 years, M was brought on police 
requisition for medical examination. 
That he has examined him and found the following- 
i. Vitals were normal. 
ii. Soft tissue injury without external injury. 
Ext.6 is the medical report. 
Ext.6(1) is his signature. 
 
During cross-examination PW.9 deposed that the injuries may be caused 
by falling on hard surface. 

 
16. PW.10, ASI Subashish Ghose, the IO during his examination in chief 

deposed that on 01/05/2015 he was posted at Mahur PS. 
That on that day the O/C made G.D. Entry No.6 dt.01/05/15. 
That the O/C then instructed him to visit the PO and investigate the 
matter. 
That accordingly he along with the staffs including Ld. O/C visited the 
spot. 
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That he recorded the statement of informant Joymolal Boro, VDP 
Secretary of village Gerem Lambra. 
That they saw the damaged vehicle bearing regd. No.AS-11-AC-7690 and 
he seized the same. 
That he recorded the statement of seizure witnesses. 
That he then brought the seized vehicle at Mahur PS. 
That the O/C Mahur PS first visited the Mahur PHC to see the injured, as 
on their visit to PO they did not find any injured persons. 
The O/C Mahur PS then visited Haflong Civil Hospital as the injured were 
referred there to. 
That on 04/05/15 one Prasanta Das lodged the FIR at Mahur PS. 
That the case was registered and has been endorsed in his name for 
further investigation following up the investigation done on the basis of 
MCD. 
That statement of Prasanta Das was recorded, 
That the vehicle was inspected by the MVI and he has collected the MVI 
Report. 
That documents of the offending vehicle was produced by the owner K. 
Sonatamba Singha and he seized those documents. 
That he recorded the statement of witnesses. 
That he interrogated the accused Bobul Husain who appeared at the PS 
along with the owner. 
That accused was then arrested and thereafter released on bail. 
That he recorded the statement of injured Sadana Biswas. 
That he collected the medical injury report of the accused and of one 
Monoranjan Roy. 
That the statement of Monoranjan Roy was also recorded. 
That after doing the preliminary steps of investigation he has handed over 
the case record to the learned O/C, Mahur PS Mr. Biraj Mohan Deka. 
That lateron the charge sheet has been submitted by the then O/C Biraj 
Mohan Deka as appears from the CD. 
Exhibit.2 is the seizure list of documents of the vehicle. 
Exhibit.2(2) is his signature. 
Exhibit.1 is the seizure list in respect of the accidental vehicle. 
Exhibit.1(3) is his signature. 
Exhibit.7 is the sketch map. 
Exhibit.7(1) is his signature. 
Exhibit.8 is the charge sheet submitted by Biraj Mohan deka. 
Exhibit.8(1) is the signature of Biraj Mohan Deka which he knows.    
 
During cross-examination PW.10 deposed that accident took place on 
01/05/2015 at around 1:00 PM noon. 
That he reached the spot at 2:00 PM. 
That they did not find anyone at the spot on reaching there. 
Accident took place at a sharp turning. 
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That he couldn’t collect any information as to whether any vehicle came 
from opposite side at the time of occurrence. 
That statement of accused was recorded on 15/05/15. 
That statement of Sadana Biswas was recorded on 04/05/15. 
PW.10 denied the fact that he did not properly investigated the case. 
PW.10 denied the fact that he did not ascertain as to how the incident 
took place. 

 
17. On careful scrutiny of the record it is observed that prosecution case as 

alleged in the FIR is that on 01/05/2015 at about 6.30 AM himself along 
with Smti. Shadhana Suthradhar (Biswas) were going towards Lumding 
from Silchar by the offending cruiser bearing Regd. No. AS-11-AC-7690 
but the driver of the cruiser was driving the vehicle in very rash and 
negligent manner and as such when the said vehicle reached near Mahur 
the driver lost control over the vehicle after dashing against a road side 
tree and capsized on the road side. As a result of the said accident 
himself along with Smti. Shadhana Suthradhar (Biswas) & other 
passengers of the cruiser sustained grievous injuries. Immediately after 
the accident they were shifted to Mahur PHC & wherefrom they were 
referred to Haflong Civil Hospital but for their better treatment they were 
shifted to SMCH. 
 
In order to prove the Prosecution case, Prosecution adduced the 
evidences of 10 witnesses including the informant and the IO. 
 
On perusing the evidences it has been found that vital witnesses 
in this case are viz. PW.5 & PW.9, the MOs, PW.6, the MVI, PW.7 
& PW.8 the informant/victim and another victim and PW.10, the 
IO. 
Among PW.1 to PW.4, PW.1 is a hearsay witness who has not 
seen the occurrence. PW.2 & PW.3 are seizure witnesses who 
has not witnessed the occurrence & PW.4 is a seizure witness 
who is not conversant with the occurrence. 
 
On going through the evidence of PW.7, the informant it is found 
that PW.7 deposed that on the day of occurrence he was 
proceeding from Silchar to Lumding by a cruiser and when they 
reached some place in between Mahur and Haflong, the cruiser 
met with the accident at certain turning area of the road as a 
result of which all the passengers of the cruiser sustained 
injuries including him. He, Sadana Biswas and another aged 
person went to Mahur Hospital and after preliminary treatment, 
on their request, they were referred to SMCH, Silchar and he and 
Sadana Biswas went to SMCH and after treatment there, they 
were released on that very night itself. Thereafter he has lodged 
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the FIR. PW.8, the victim Sadana Biswas deposed that she 
doesn’t know the accused. The informant is her neighbour. The 
occurrence took place on a certain day in the year 2015 at 
around 11:30 to 12:00 PM afternoon. At the time of occurrence 
driver of the vehicle was drunk. The accident of the cruiser 
vehicle in which she was a passenger took place due to dashing 
with the tree and then toppling of the cruiser upside down and 
all the passengers sustained injuries. She, Monoranjan Roy and 
the driver sustained grievous injuries. They were then shifted to 
Mahur Hospital but herself and Prasanta Das reserved a vehicle 
and went to SMCH, Silchar. They were given treatment at SMCH 
and released. 
From the above evidences it is found that occurrence of the 
alleged accident was corroborated by both the victim. 
Evidences of PW.5 and PW.9, the Medical Officers also 
corroborate about the injuries sustained by Sadana Biswas and 
Monoranjan Roy. 
 
Now on going through the cross examination of PW.7, the 
informant, it is found that he has deposed that the vehicle 
started from Silchar at around 8:30 AM morning and accident 
took place at around 1:00-1:30 PM afternoon. He was sitting in 
the front seat of the cruiser. PW.7 admitted that the cruiser got 
capsized while it was giving side to the ASTC Bus coming from 
opposite side. PW.7 further admitted that the accident occurred 
at narrow PWD Road but not in the Highway and the accident 
occurred as the driver of the cruiser tried to avoid collision with 
the ASTC Bus and the road was very narrow which led to 
accident. PW.7 also admitted that the cruiser was at moderate 
speed and the accident occurred due to reason that accused 
driver tried to save from the collision with the bus. 
PW.8 deposed during cross examination that the occurrence 
took place at National Highway. At the time of occurrence there 
was no other vehicle coming from the opposite side. At the time 
of occurrence she was sitting in the front seat. But she denied 
the suggestion that accident took place at PWD Road and also 
denied the suggestion that the accident took place while 
offending cruiser was giving side to other vehicle coming from 
the opposite side.  
The aforesaid deposition of PW.7 & PW.8 are in different line, 
contradicting each other. Moreover the evidence of 
PW.7/informant also contradict the FIR story as to the fact of 
rash and negligent driving by the driver of the cruiser vehicle. 
In the FIR informant alleged that due to rash and negligent 
driving of the driver, the cruiser lost control and dashed the 
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roadside tree and capsized but at the time of evidence he 
deposed that the cruiser capsized while it was trying to give side 
to the ASTC Bus coming from opposite side, in order to avoid 
collision. PW.8 on the other hand corroborated the FIR story but 
she deposed that occurrence took place at National Highway and 
also denied the suggestion that occurrence occurred at PWD 
Road. It appears that spot of occurrence as stated by PW.7 & 
PW.8 contradicts each other.  
On perusing the Exhibit.7, the sketch map, it is seen that place of 
occurrence is Haflong-Maibang PWD Road. Content of sketch 
map support the version of PW.7 but on the other hand 
contradicts the version of PW.8. 
It is seen that as to the facts of occurrence PW.8 corroborate the 
FIR but PW.7, the informant contradicts whereas as regarding 
the place of occurrence PW.7 corroborate the sketch map but 
PW.8 contradicts.  
The statement of PW.8 that driver of the vehicle was drunk at 
the time of occurrence has not been alleged at all and it appears 
to be an exaggerations of the FIR story. 
 
It appears to the court that relying the evidence of PW.7 implies 
about the innocence of the accused. More so about his attempt 
of saving the vehicle from collision with the ASTC Bus. But 
relying on the evidence of PW.8 imply otherwise. 
 
Now, on going through the evidence of PW.6, the MVI, it is seen 
that he has made report of inspection of the offending cruiser 
and he reported that accident occurred due to break system 
failure, which fact he has also stated at the time of his 
examination and also admitted during his cross examination.  
If so is the reason for the occurrence, then the cause of accident 
is not all attributable to the rash and negligent driving of the 
accused driver but is definitely attributable to a pure incident of 
accident. 
  
Thus on the basis of the above discussion, it appears to the court 
that accused has not committed any offence as alleged 
u/s.279/337/427 of IPC. 
 
Hence on the basis of the above discussion it is concluded that 
prosecution has failed to prove the guilt of the accused Bobul 
Hussain Laskar as alleged U/S. 279/337/427 of IPC beyond 
reasonable doubt.  
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18. Thus the accused Bobul Hussain Laskar is acquitted from the charges of 
offence punishable under section U/S. 279/337/427 of IPC and is set at 
liberty forthwith. 
 
Bail bond shall remain in force for next 6 months. 
 
Judgement is pronounced and delivered in open court, under my hand 
and seal of this Court on the 9th day of September, 2019. 
 
 

 (Dictated by) 
Jafar Md. Azizul Karim Tapadar 
S.D.J.M., Dima Hasao                 Jafar Md. Azizul Karim Tapadar 
                                                                Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, Dima Hasao. 
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APPENDIX 
 

1. Witness for Prosecution 
1. PW.1, Joymolal Boro. ASI   
2. PW.2, Sofiqul Islam. 
3. PW.3, Lalkhupto Thiek.  
4. PW.4, Rakman Uddin. 
5. PW.5, Dr. Zakir Hussain Laskar, the MO. 
6. PW.6, S. Dibragede, MVI. 
7. PW.7, Prasanta Das, the informant. 
8. PW.8, Sadana Biswas. 
9. PW.9, Dr. Nathanaen Sungte, the MO & 
10. PW.10, ASI Subasish Ghosh the I/O. 

2. Witness for Defence 
NIL 

3. Court Witnesses 
NIL 

4. Prosecution Exhibits 
1. Ext.1 is the seizure list. 
2. Ext.1(1) is the signature of Sofiqul Islam. 
3. Ext.1(2) is the signature of Lalkhupto Thiek. 
4. Ext.1(3) is the signature of ASI Subasish Ghosh, the I/O. 
5. Ext.2 is the seizure list. 
6. Ext.2(1) is the signature of Rakman Uddin. 
7. Ext.2(2) is the signature of ASI Subasish Ghosh, the I/O. 
8. Ext.3 is the Medical Report. 
9. Ext.3(1) is the signature of Dr. Zakir Hussain Laskar. 
10. Ext.4 is the MVI Report. 
11. Ext.4(1) is the signature of S. Dibragede. 
12. Ext.5 is the FIR. 
13. Ext.5(1) is the signature of Prasanta Das, the informant. 
14. Ext.6 is the Medical Report. 
15. Ext.6(1) is the signature of Dr. Nathanaen Sungte, the MO. 
16. Ext.7 is the sketch map. 
17. Ext.7(1) is the signature of ASI Subasish Ghosh, the I/O. 
18. Ext.8 is the charge-sheet submitted by Biraj Mohan Deka. 
19. Ext.8(1) is the signature of Biraj Mohan Deka which ASI Subasish Ghosh, the 

I/O knows. 
5. Defence Exhibits 

NIL 
6. Court Exhibits 

NIL 
 
               Jafar Md. Azizul Karim Tapadar 
                                                                Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate, Dima Hasao. 
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ORDER  

09/09/19 Accused person Bobul Hussain Laskar is absent with step vide petition 
no.760 which is allowed.. 

In light of the above discussion, observation, and the reasons, 
conclusion drawn in the judgment is that, prosecution has failed to 
prove the guilt of the accused person Bobul Hussain Laskar as 
alleged U/S. 279/337/427 of IPC beyond reasonable doubt.  

 
Thus the accused person Bobul Hussain Laskar is acquitted from the 
charges of offence punishable under section U/S. 279/337/427 of IPC 
and is set at liberty forthwith. 

 
Bail bond shall remain in force for next 6 months. 
 

Judgement is pronounced and delivered in open court, under my hand 
and seal of this Court on the 9th Day of September, 2019. 
 
Case is disposed of accordingly.                   

               
 

                           S.D.J.M. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


